
Hi! 
 
I’m a young freelancer and I'm looking for a position into film industry and broadcasting 
environment in UK. 
 
ME ON PRODUCTION 
I have over 5 years of experience in media and broadcasting sector and during this period of 
time spent between Italy and UK, I have been working in different roles such as: 
- camera operator  
- camera assistant  
- editing and post 
- production  
- junior spark  
- runner  
- A/V technical assistant  
studio assistant all in various situations as:  
- live events and performances  
- sport events  
- documentaries  
- corporate video  
- informative videos on occupational safety  
- interviews 
 
I believe in my knowledges and skills built up during this period of time. I have been working for 
audio/video service at my local TV (Teletutto) and I’m still collaborating with other broadcasting 
companies such as: 
- Sky Italy 
- Sky Uk 
- Mediaset 
- Rai 
- RecordTv 
 
I have been working as freelancer for a production company, that shots documentaries, 
doc-realities and corporate video. I have been responsible for site inspections, wiring and 
coordination of the technical team. I’m working as camera operator, spark, runner and on minor 
project as DOP and sound assistant. During this time, I have been developing different skills: 
problem solving, quick thinking, team work, time management which are always coupled with my 
enthusiasm and dedication. With all my constant experience and expertise, I believe that my 
contribution will have an immediate impact on the business. 
 
ME ON POST-PRODUCTION 
I have been developing knowledge and attitude as editor and I‘m working as freelancer for groups 
and companies but even private clients to achieve different corporate videos and media projects 
also connects with graphic design, advertising and brands/logos. I know software like Photoshop 
and Illustrator more than basic use because I’m also graduated in Graphic Designing and my 
background grows up on notions of photography. I can work on Premiere and Final Cut as well, 
either on Windows and Mac workstations.  
 
ME ON GOING... 
Finally, I would like to improve always with enthusiasm my positions, to offer my all skills in 
broadcasting and filming environments especially in the lighting and camera department. I'm here 
and I really want find out my way opened to learn more and more. 


